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 In addition, this package can be used in the department of text, graphics, and multimedia, and was designed to improve the
storage capacity of the disk. ## About the author {#ch:About} [Júlio Machado]( is a software engineer, developer and designer.
He started programming and studying at the age of six years and graduated from the [Istituto Tecnológico de São Paulo]( He is a

graduate in Software Engineering from the Federal University of Pernambuco (Brazil). He is currently studying the B.S. in
Software Engineering from the Universidade Federal de São Carlos. ## License {#ch:License} The *GIF-PAM* package is

licensed under the GNU General Public License V3 or later. This license includes the rights to modify, compile and build the
package under the same conditions and constraints as you have the right to do so for the sources files included in the package.

When you use the GIF-PAM library, you will be fully responsible for any resulting copyright and license liability. The invention
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relates to a thread roller for the production of a thread- or thread-like product, wherein the thread roller has a roller body with a
roller channel provided therein and a thread take-off and/or thread cutting device. The invention further relates to a method of

producing a thread- or thread-like product by means of a thread roller, wherein the roller body of the thread roller is moved
along a path, and, during this path travel, a thread or thread-like product is produced. It is known in the prior art to produce

thread- or thread-like products, for example, 82157476af
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